Directions:

1) Learn how to spell each scouts name in Braille or Sign language and share it with the den, family and friends!

2) Create a magic show!
   a. Learn a magic trick! Scouts can steal a person’s nose, pull a quarter out of ear, a card trick, and so much more.
   b. Practice your magic trick until the scout is ready to preform it in front of an audience.
   c. Invite the rest of the pack, family, and friends to the magic show!! Preform the trick in front of an audience.

Extensions:

- Create a secret code! Have at least two scouts create secret code and write a message using it. Then exchange secret coded messages and try to crack them!!
- Scouts can learn more than one magic trick! The wonders are endless!!
- Research how some magic tricks are just science!! Use the QR to the right for some suggestions!
Terrific Tiger Challenges!

**Tiger Theater**

*Objective:* Scouts will be able to identify the different types of theater and enact one of the different types.

**Directions:**

1) Discuss with the scouts the different types of theater:
   a. Puppet Shows
   b. Reader’s Theater— When an individual reads a part of a script to create a story or re-enact what was in the book!
   c. Pantomime— A form of musical comedy theater.

2) Create and enact two of three forms of theater listed above. There is no end to your imagination on how creative you want be! Create costumes, masks, a set, or whatever else you want.

3) Play a game of one-word charades with other scouts and family! Charades is a subcategory of a type of theater.

**Extensions:**

- Go to a live play or attend a story time at your local library! You could also have a story time yourself!